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Abstract
Introduction: The key to success is finding the perfect mixture of tactical
patterns and sudden breaks of them, which depends on the behavior of the
opponent team and is not easy to estimate by just watching matches. According
to the specific tactical team behavior of “attack vs. defense” professional football
matches are investigated based on a simulation approach, professional football
matches are investigated according to the specific tactical team behavior of “attack vs. defense.” Methods: The formation patterns of all the sample games are
categorized by SOCCER© for defense and attack. Monte Carlo-Simulation can
evaluate the mathematical, optimal strategy. The interaction simulation between attack and defense shows optimal flexibility rates for both tactical groups.
Approach: A simulation approach based on 40 position data sets of the
2014/15 German Bundesliga has been conducted to analyze and optimize such
strategic team behavior in professional soccer. Results: The results revealed
that both attack and defense have optimal planning rates to be more successful.
The more complex the success indicator, the more successful attacking player
groups get. The results also show that defensive player groups always succeed in
attacking groups below a specific planning rate value. Conclusion: Groups are
always succeeding. The simulation-based position data analysis shows successful strategic behavior patterns for attack and defense. Attacking player groups
need very high flexibility to be successful (stay in ball possession). In contrast,
defensive player groups only need to be below a defined flexibility rate to be
guaranteed more success.
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1. Introduction and Theoretical Framework
The almost unknown Union Berlin in the German Bundesliga ranked 7th in the
2020/2021 Bundesliga league table, while Hertha BSC, the well-known Berlin
soccer team, was close to relegation. A reasonable explanation of the sudden
success of Union Berlin could be their specific style of playing, where flexible actions of defensive player groups with the ball suddenly break into periods of
stereotype defensive action patterns. In contrast to this, Hertha BSC shows the
efforts of the creative action of offensive player groups. The key to success is to
find the perfect mixture of tactical patterns and sudden breaks freedom. This
balance of strategies, of course, depends on the behavior of the opponent team
and is not relatively easy to estimate by just watching games (Memmert & Raabe,
2018 [1]). To shed light on the perfect balance of professional football flexibility,
we provide and test a simulation framework based on big data (positional data of
the players and the ball).
Work in the simulation of positional data is closely related to trajectory prediction and theory on multi-agent simulation (e.g., Wellman, 2006 [2]). Once
you train your model to predict movements, you can simulate all game actors
(Tuyls et al., 2020 [3]). This action is usually called “ghosting” in the literature
(Lowe, 2013 [4]). This approach is first used in soccer or basketball (Maksai,
Wang, & Fua, 2016 [5]; Le, Carr, Yue & Lucey, 2017 [6]; Le, Yue, Carr, & Lucey,
2017 [7]). However, so far, no attempts were made on position data simulations
themselves.
This study analyzes the defensive- and attacking lines of Bundesliga teams by
Monte Carlo Simulation to determine the best possible flexibility for both.

2. Simulation-Based Approach on
Tactical Patterns in Football
Some teams win using “Tiki Taka,” and other teams win by breaking “Tiki Taka”
by fast counter attacks. The main goal of our simulation approach is to understand which offensive and defensive strategic concepts and tactical flexibility are
successful in interacting with the opponent ones. To this aim, we analyze
matches strongly reduced to actions and interactions of specific player groups
(formations) like defense and offense. The constellations of the respective players, i.e., the types of appearance, are straightforward for tactical situations like
ball contact, ball possession, and passing or the strategic background of interaction. Therefore, reduced to those formation interactions and tactical aspects, the
strategic plans can be recognized and calculated, and optimized by simulation,
using mathematical approaches like Monte Carlo simulation and game theory to
generate optimal strategic patterns (Perl & Memmert, 2018a [8], b [9]).
Such an optimal strategy consists typically of a variety of partial methods like,
e.g., “conserving ball possession,” “build attack,” “fast attack,” or “playing the
ball directed to the goal” (Memmert & Rein, 2018 [10]). Thus, while only a little
data is available to calculate and decide what was victorious from the original
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match, an accurate simulation can generate lots of data to estimate what could
have been successful. The result is a percentage distribution of the leading and
remaining strategies.
However, for complex games like soccer with more than 20 interacting players, such a strategy distribution is much too complicated to get to work. It has to
be simplified to player group-specific tactical variations. Therefore, Perl (2018
[11]) provides a simulation framework that generates a specific primary or
“strict” strategy for just one type of success, e.g., space control, which gives room
for situation-depending “flexible” variations. The number of generated flexible
variations can be smaller or larger regarding the strict primary strategy, respectively defining a percentage degree of flexibility F against the remaining amount
of MC-simulated actions that establishes the percentage degree of strictness S: S
+ F = 100. One example of a stringent space control strategy is the well-known
“Tiki Taka.” An example of a successful flexible counter-strategy is “fast
counter-attacks.”
For the first time, Perl, Imkamp, and Memmert (2021 [12]) tested this simulation framework by answering the question of whether “strictness” and “flexibility” are at all acceptable terms for characterizing strategic plans and tactical
variations as well as their success. 40 positional data sets extracted from 10 professional soccer games were analyzed to find the original vital strategies, simulate
the optimal primary strategy, and compare the values of strictness and flexibility.
Moreover, soccer experts evaluated those results based on video analyses and
confirmed the applicability of that simulation approach to professional Football.
Based on Perl et al. (2021 [12]), the current approach presents additional and
more detailed results regarding the essential topics of flexible defense and creative attack in Football based on a simulation framework. In addition, we expand
the study from Perl et al. (2021 [12]) by analyzing three performance indicators
(ball contact, ball possession, and passes) in the simulation framework instead of
one (ball contact).

3. Method
The positional data of the selected sample of N = 10 matches from 2014/15
German Bundesliga was used for verification and evaluation using simulative
and network-based process analysis. Football coaches (UEFA A-license) took the
selected sample of the ten matches based on the teams’ tactical orientation. Substitution effects and tactical formation bias were avoided by only using the first
half of the matches (Memmert & Raabe 2018 [1]). Each team in the sample played
in an offensive formation with a four-man defensive line, two defensive midfielders, a central offensive midfielder, two wingers, and a forward, thus in a 4-2-3-1.
The defensive formation of all teams is a 4-4-2. All success values (ball contact, ball
possession, passes) for every simulated interaction of tactical player groups are averaged, and the threshold values are defined. This procedure is for Bundesliga
team A and Bundesliga team B (both five games) and all three player groups.
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The intention is to simulate the interplay between the tactical groups of both
teams. The tactical groups, defense, and attack are first determined. Then, the
four-man defensive line players, 2, 3, 4, and 5, are selected for the defense. Next,
players 9, 10, and 11 were chosen for the tactical player group attack, and finally,
the interaction of defense and attack were simulated in both directions. In this
case, the goalkeeper is disregarded. Therefore, performance values for two tactical (defensive vs. attack) player groups of both teams of 10 matches result in a
data set of N = 40. The positions of the two tactical player groups are recorded
per second and reduced to 20 distinct constellation types with the use of the
SOCCER© neuronal network (see for more details, Perl & Memmert, 2011 [13];
Perl, Grunz, & Memmert, 2013 [14]). The formation data of every team and tactical player group is trained on that artificial neural network to generate clusters
of similar constellations during the training process, thus characterizing the
constellation types by performance indicators. The interplay interaction of
SOCCER© is based on these trained formation types.
The actual game action is replaced by the interaction between these constellation types in the simulation. Several performance indicators (see Low et al., 2019
[15]), such as ball contact, space control, or pass-game, can be used to evaluate
success (Memmert & Raabe, 2018 [1]). The simulation of the performance indicators by combining attacking and defensive constellations is based on the previously mentioned clustering of constellations. Since only ball contacts are not a
very complex indicator for success (Perl & Memmert, 2017 [16]), this current
study evaluates success by using “ball contact” in connection with “ball possession” and “passes” as one single overall performance indicator. Therefore, the
total of 10 games was split into the two teams’ raw positional data per match section, and each team’s trajectories were divided into the attack and defensive constellation. Overall, we have N = 40 position data sets, three performance indicators, and two tactical groups per team of every selected match as a final result.
The core of the analysis consists of a comparison between the success-oriented
recommendation that is derived from strategy optimization on the one hand and
a Monte Carlo simulation of the actual tactical behavior on the other hand. The
“planning rate” or “strictness” then is defined by the percentage of coincidence
between essential and recommended behavior, i.e., the ratio with which the calculated primary strategy (“plan”) is implemented in the match (for more details,
see Perl et al., 2021 [12]). The complement to the planning rate S is the flexibility
rate F: S + F = 100. The flexibility rate measures the percentage with which the
primary strategy is deviated by tactical variations depending on the situation. A
high planning rate describes a highly planned or stereotypical game that the opponent can easily recognize. A low planning rate leads to more flexible, tactical
behavior. Too low planning rate values can lead to high flexibility or aimless
conduct.

Simulation Approach
The simulation by SOCCER© provides simulated success values of both teams in
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distribution tables in an 11 × 11 matrix. The X-axis shows the planning rate of
team B from 0 to 100 and its flexibility rate from 100 to 0, both in steps of 10. On
the Y-axis, team A’s planning rate and flexibility rate are also shown from 0 to
100 and 100 to 0. The simulated numbers of successful events of the given success parameter (ball contact) per halftime are shown as the success values: The
higher the value, the more successful.
Figure 1 shows the success values for the selected performance indicator (ball
contact) and the planning rates on the left for team A and the right for team B.
Every success value shows the simulated numbers of successful ball contacts for
each team. The tables in the second row show both teams’ positive or negative
results as differences of the respective performance values depending on the individual planning rates. In the next step, the threshold values of the flexibilities
are determined by the balance point of the optimal 0-sum-distribution. The
threshold values describe the line where the positive performance difference
values change into negative values (for more detailed information, see Perl et al.,
2021 [12]).

4. Results
The threshold evaluation of the simulated interaction between attack and defense for the three performance indicators, ball contact (Figure 2), ball possession (Figure 3), and passes (Figure 4), show a high dispersion demonstrated by

Figure 1. Example screenshot of distribution tables created by SOCCER©. The X-axis shows the strictness of team B
from 0 to 100 (planning rate), and the Y-axis, the strictness of team A. Top tables show simulated, successful event
values for every flexibility combination of offense and defense for team A on the left and team B on the right. The
bottom tables show successful event values of team A minus successful event values of team B for all flexibility combinations on the left and team B minus team A on the right. The red line marks the threshold.
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2021.149029
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the standard deviation. These results were also found to analyze the attack, defense player groups of all Bundesliga Teams in the sample. The results for all
three indicators show similar patterns. Figure 2 shows the threshold value curve
of all ball contacts. Figure 3 shows the same for the indicator ball possession,
and in Figure 4, the threshold values of the interaction simulation by SOCCER@
are demonstrated for the indicator passes.
The threshold results for each of the three given performance indicators start
with low to mid-low values and increase by the higher planning rates of the attack. The threshold values are higher with the indicator ball contact than ball
possession and pass. The more complex the indicators become, the more the
threshold values align themselves to a linear curve.

4.1. Success Indicator: Ball Contact
SOCCER© defines the performance indicator ball contact as an event in which
coordinates of the ball are close to the coordinates of the nearest player. All ball
contacts for the defense and the attack player groups are added and shown in
distribution tables (Figure 1). All threshold values are based on the simulated
positive ball contacts of both player groups. Thus, the indicator ball contact is
the less complex indicator that SOCCER© can evaluate.
In Figure 2, the threshold values for the performance indicator ball contact
are shown. It shows the average threshold values of all ten matches with all

Figure 2. Average thresholds of all games of the sample with the performance indicator
ball contact. The X-axis shows the average planning rate value of the attack from 0 to 100
for the whole sample. The Y-axis shows the threshold value of the defense from 0 to 100.
Thus, the data points describe the average threshold for any given planning rate combination of the simulated interaction of defense and attack of all games in the sample. The
area below the respective threshold value curves describes the planning rate ranges in
which the defense team groups are more successful. The area above the individual threshold curves represents the more successful planning rate combinations of the attack player
groups (success indicator: ball contact).
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2021.149029
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defense and attack player groups of all teams. It shows the successful attack
ranges (above the threshold graph) and defense (below the threshold graph).
Figure 3 and Figure 4, Figure 2 also offers the maximum value of 100 for the
attack and defense planning rates. This can be explained by the lack of change in
the match, which is positive for defensive player groups. Figure 2 shows that the
optimal flexibility of an attack, depending on ball contacts, is between planning
rates of 20 and 30. Even higher flexibility rates do not result in more success.
Very high planning rates (strictness) of the defense are the areas of more successful ball contacts of the attack. Defense player groups need, on average, a
higher planning rate to gain more successful ball contacts than the attack. However, the success of a player group is not only influenced by its planning rate.
Also, the interaction of both player groups and their planning rates is essential.

4.2. Success Indicator: Ball Possession
Ball possession is defined as a period of 2 seconds in which the coordinates of
the closest player to the ball and the ball’s coordinates are as relative as for ball
contact. These successful ball possession events in the interaction of attack and
defense are simulated by SOCCER© and shown in distribution tables (Figure 1).
The middle threshold values between positive ball possession values of the attack
and the defense from all ten matches are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 shows that the optimal planning rate of an attack depending on ball

Figure 3. Average thresholds of all games of the sample with the performance indicator
ball possession. The X-axis shows the average planning rate value of the attack from 0 to
100 for the whole sample. The Y-axis shows the threshold value of the defense from 0 to
100. Thus, the data points describe the average threshold for any given planning rate
combination of the simulated interaction of defense and attack of all games in the sample.
The area below the respective threshold value curves describes the planning rate ranges in
which the defense team groups are more successful. The area above the individual threshold curves represents the more successful planning rate combinations of the attack player
groups (success indicator: ball possession).
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2021.149029
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possession lies between 0 and 30, with a planning rate range of the defense from
35 to 100 in which the attack succeeds the defense. The results are shown in
Figure 3 also describe that defensive player groups have a planning rate below
35. They will be more successful in ball possession in every planning rate of the
attack. The higher the planning rates of the attack, the higher the success rates of
the defense get.

4.3. Success Indicator: Pass
The success indicator pass simulated by SOCCER© is defined as a ball possession of the passing player before the pass and a successful ball possession of a
different player of the same team after the pass. This indicator was detected by
SOCCER© adds the time of passing and position of the involved players. This
indicator is the most complex indicator of ball contact, ball possession, and pass.
The successful passes are simulated interactively by SOCCER© for every given
planning rate combination of attack and defense. These successful passing values
are shown in distribution tables (Figure 1). The middle threshold values of all 10
matches are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows an optimal attack planning rate of 0 to 30 with a threshold
value of 25. That means the success range goes from defense planning rate 25 to
100. From attack planning rate 30, the threshold values rise nearly as the planning rate rises. With a 100 attack and defense planning rate, the attack still has a

Figure 4. Average thresholds of all games of the sample with the performance indicator
pass. The X-axis shows the average planning rate value of the attack from 0 to 100 for the
whole sample. The Y-axis shows the threshold value of the defense from 0 to 100. Thus,
the data points describe the average threshold for any given planning rate combination of
the simulated interaction of defense and attack of all games in the sample. The area below
the respective threshold value curves describes the planning rate ranges in where the defense team groups are more successful. The area above the individual threshold curves
describes the more successful planning rate combinations of the attack player groups
(success indicator passes).
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2021.149029
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small success range of 5.
The threshold values of the indicator pass show a similar curve as the threshold values of ball contact and ball possession. The main differences are the success ranges for optimal attack planning rates. The more complex the indicator
gets, the more extensive the success goes for optimal attack planning rates. This
can be the result of a lower count of detected events for more complex indicators. Fewer events lead to more extreme middle values. The theory can also explain these results that defending player groups can defend less complicated
events of a flexible or creative attack. On the other hand, if the events get more
complex and have the same high flexibility, it gets more challenging to defend.

5. Discussion
Notational analysis approaches aimed to determine the successful tactical behavior of different team members. Still, it could not investigate interaction processes in team strategies (Memmert & Raabe, 2018 (1)) because it is narrowed to
the already seen strategy and not the overall space of possibilities. Therefore, the
main aim of this study was to establish a simulation approach in professional
Football with a simulation of the tactical behavior “attack vs. defense” in soccer
as a function of the strategic planning rate based on three fundamental performance indicators.
The results for all indicators show a similar threshold curve. The main difference is the threshold values at low attack planning rates. The more complex the
indicator gets, the lower the planning rate values at low or optimal attack planning rates are. Thus, more complex events and low attack planning rates result
in more extensive success ranges of the attacking player group.
This can be interpreted in different ways. The more complex an indicator gets,
SOCCER© will detect the more minor events. That can influence threshold values to more extreme values. It could also mean that if a complex event is played
highly flexible or creative, it is more difficult to defend than events of lower
complexity. Passes between highly flexible positioned attacking player groups
seem to have high success. Based on this assumption, passing drills should be
modified. Different positions in every trial could lead to more flexibility in the
games. This could also train defense player groups to find the perfect balance
between flexibility and strictness.
Results also show a very high success range from attack planning rate 0 to 100
at low planning rate values of the defense. At ball contact from 0 to 55, at ball
possession from 0 to 35, and passes from 0 to 25. This means that defense player
formations should play highly flexible. They will succeed against attack player
groups no matter how flexible they are. For practical implications, the results
can be summarized as follows: offensive player groups should play more flexible
or creative tactical variations to stay in ball possession, whereas defensive player
groups need the right balance between flexibility and strictness. The results for
ball contacts show that defense formations with planning rates between 60 to 70
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2021.149029
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are likely to be the more successful team. This changes with the indicator ball
possession, where the defense is more successful with low planning rates no
matter how the attack plays. The results of all indicators show that an optimal
planning rate for an attack should be between 20 and 30 to be as successful as
possible.
The practical effect of such approaches and measures can be checked utilizing
exemplary concrete games. First, the teams become instructed about their tactical-strategic behavior and then set creative accents freely or controlled by simulation results. The first attempts for such approaches are the studies by Memmert et al. (2019 [17]) and Low et al. (2021 [18]). Both presented field experiments in an 11 vs. 11 soccer game set-up to investigate the impact of different
formations (e.g., 4-2-3-1 vs. 3-5-2) and pressing strategies (high vs. low pressing)
on tactical key performance indicators using positional data a controlled design.
This demonstrated that an experimental positional data analysis paradigm is a
valuable tool to develop theory-oriented models in performance analysis in team
sports.
For this purpose, portable sensors (GPS tracking systems, see Baca et al., 2009
[19]) are needed to collect the position data of players from both teams in a
field-based but controlled environment. Furthermore, by using several matches
in the simulation, more reliable results will be achieved. Also, the increased
number of matches can take better account of the variability and improve the
teams’ flexibility. This will lead to further development of theory-driven simulation models (Groom, Cushion, & Nelson, 2011 [20]; Rein, Perl, & Memmert,
2017 [21]) and incorporate existing talent and periodization models in simulation approaches.
In conclusion, high flexibility is the key to success in soccer, depending on the
three indicators of ball possession: Monte Carlo-based analysis shows this leads
to optimizing tactical processes. In particular, highly flexible defensive formations have an advantage over attacking formations. Finally, it shows that flexibility needs to be integrated in practice for every tactical part of the team to increase the overall performance.

6. Conclusions
The simulation-based position data analysis shows successful strategic behavior
patterns for attack and defense. Attacking player groups need very high flexibility to be successful (stay in ball possession). In contrast, defensive player groups
only need to be below a defined flexibility rate to be guaranteed more success.
The results for the three success indicators used in this study show that if the
defensive line on average is below a planning rate of 30, it succeeds the attacking
line no matter how flexible they play.
Concerning these findings, passing drills and coaching should be optimized to
develop flexible decision-making for future professional football players.
Further research based on this study’s results should examine the differences
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2021.149029
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between flexibility rates of a four-man defensive line and a three- or five-man
defensive line. The same should be done for different attacking line-ups.
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